We investigate isolated sub-and super-Chandrasekhar white dwarfs which lose angular momentum through magnetic dipole braking. We construct constant rest mass sequences by fulfilling all stability criteria of rotating configurations and show how the main structure of white dwarfs such as the central density, mean radius and angular velocity change with time. We explicitly demonstrate that all isolated white dwarfs regardless of their masses, by angular momentum loss, shrink and increase their central density. We also analyze the effects of the structure parameters on the evolution timescale both in the case of constant magnetic field and constant magnetic flux.
Introduction
In accordance with the current understanding, white dwarf (WD) stars represent the final product of the evolution of progenitor stars with the masses ranging from roughly 0.07 to 8 M ⊙ (solar mass).
1 Most of the observed WDs masses are clustered around (0.5-0.7)M ⊙ , 2 whereas their size is typically to that of a planet. Hence they possess large average densities, huge surface gravities and low luminosities. 3 In order to explain the formation of low mass (sub-Chandrasekhar) WDs it is believed that their progenitors were main sequence stars of low or medium mass.
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However to explain the formation of massive white dwarfs (super-Chandrasekhar) there exist several scenarios: a single degenerate scenario, [4] [5] [6] where a WD increases its mass through accretion of matter from a normal stellar companion; a double degenerate scenario, [7] [8] [9] where two average mass WDs merge after losing energy and angular momentum through the radiation of gravitational waves; and a core degenerate scenario, 10 where the merger occurs in a common envelop with a massive asymptotic branch star.
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In this regard we investigated general relativistic configurations of uniformly rotating sub-and super-Chandrasekhar WDs in our recent work 12 within Hartle's formalism. 13, 14 We used the relativistic Feynman-Metropolis-Teller (RFMT) equation of state 15 (EoS) for WD matter, which generalizes the traditionally used equations of state of Chandrasekhar 16 and Salpeter. 17 The stability of rotating WDs was analyzed taking into account the mass-shedding limit, inverse β-decay instability, pynonuclear instability, and secular axisymmetric instability, with the last being determined by using the turning point method of Friedman et al.
18
In this work, we explore the compression of isolated rotating sub-and super-Chandrasekhar WDs by angular momentum loss based on the results of Ref. 12. Eventually, by fulfilling all the stability criteria for rotating WDs in general relativity (GR) we calculate the change in time of the basic parameters of rotating WDs. We consider two particular cases: a) we assume that dipolar magnetic is constant throughout the entire evolution of WDs; b) we adopt the magnetic flux conservation, relaxing the constancy of the magnetic field, for the sake of comparison.
Compression of isolated rotating white dwarfs
In order to examine the compression of isolated white dwarfs with time, first, taking into account all the stability criteria, we constructed constant mass sequences for selected sub-and super-Chandrasekhar WDs. Second, knowing how the main parameters change along the sequences we find their dependence on each other. Third, using the equation for the rotational energy loss of pulsars via magnetic dipole braking, 19 we estimate the evolution time that is required to go from one instability point to another. For example, if we want to examine how the central density evolves with time we need to rewrite the equation as follows
where we choose all parameters as a function of the central density ρ
and t is the evolution time, c is the speed of light in vacuum, B is the dipole magnetic field, R = (1/3)(R p + 2R e ) is the mean spherical radius, R p is the polar radius, R e is the equatorial radius, Ω is the angular velocity and J is the angular momentum of the white dwarf. We adopt the maximum brake, so that the angle between the rotation axis and the magnetic field is ninety degrees. The values of R = R (ρ), Ω = Ω(ρ) and J = J(ρ) are calculated along a given constant baryon (rest) mass sequence as mentioned above. Here we choose carbon white dwarfs using the RFMT EoS as in Ref. 21 . According to Ref. 12 and 20, 22, 23, 24, 25 there are limiting values of all the parameters of rotating WDs on the border of the stability region. These limiting values determine the range of integration of the central density ρ. Performing numerical integration of Eq. 1 for each moment of time we obtain the evolution of the central density with time. We use the following expression to account for the magnetic flux conservation, relaxing the constancy of the magnetic field
1.46 M where B 0 is the surface dipole magnetic field corresponding to the initial value of B at t = 0, R 0 is the mean radius corresponding to the initial values of R at t = 0. Substituting B in Eq. 1 we obtain an equation that describes the evolution of ρ with time accounting for the magnetic flux conservation. Clearly, in Fig. 1 we see the main difference between two cases. In both cases WDs will increase their central density and will be compressed by losing angular momentum through magnetic dipole braking. However in the case with the magnetic flux conservation the value of B will be increasing due to the compression thus causing more torque and evolving faster with respect to the B=constant case. To calculate how the mean radius of the WD evolves with time we need to rewrite Eq. 1 as follows
where now
The values of Ω = Ω( R ) and J = J( R ) are calculated along a given constant rest mass sequence like in the previous case. Here the range of integration of R is also defined along the constant rest mass sequence on the border of the stability region. In Fig. 2 the mean (average) radius is plotted as a function of time. Over the course of time the mean radius decreases, hence WDs shrink with time. For the case of the conserved magnetic flux the mean radius decreases faster than for the case with constant surface magnetic field. The procedure to estimate the evolution of other parameters of rotating WDs is analogous to the central density with Eq. 1 and to the mean radius with Eq. 4. To take into consideration the magnetic flux conservation we need to use Eq. 3. Consequently, in Fig. 3 we plot angular velocity of WDs as a function of time. Here we see that a WD of mass 1.39M ⊙ spins-up at the beginning and spins-down at the end, whereas super-Chandrasekhar WDs spin-up only. This is another confirmation of our previous calculations (see e.g. Refs. 12, 24) .
Isolated WDs regardless of their masses will always lose angular momentum via magnetic dipole braking. By losing angular momentum WDs tend to get more stable configuration by increasing their central density and by decreasing their mean radius. Eventually super-Chandrasekhar WDs will spin-up and sub-Chandrasekhar WDs spin-down. However WDs having masses close to the Chandrasekhar mass limit at certain time of their evolution will experience both spin up and spin down epochs. Fig. 3 is another illustration of the spin-up and spin-down epochs. 24 
Conclusion
In this work, in view of our previous computations 12 we adopted that we have various stable rotating WDs at different times in their evolutionary track without involving the details and the routes of their entire evolution. In this regard, we calculated constant rest mass sequences for selected masses and constructed tables showing the dependence of the WD's parameters on each other along the sequences.
Furthermore, by means of the equation for the rotational energy loss of pulsars through magnetic dipole braking, we showed how the main parameters of rotating WDs evolve with time. For the sake of comparison we considered two cases with constant magnetic field and constant magnetic flux. For the magnetic flux conservation case the evolution time (life time) turned out to be shorter than for the constant magnetic field. Consequently, we showed that all uniformly rotating WDs will be compressed by angular momentum loss via magnetic dipole braking in order to pass from one equilibrium state to another.
We performed all computations in GR by using the Hartle formalism for uniformly-rotating configurations for the sake of generality. By exploiting the relativistic Feynman-Metropolis-Teller equation of state, we considered mainly WDs consisting of carbon, although the typical white dwarfs are known not to consist of a pure chemical element, but a mixture of elements such as carbon, oxygen, neon, magnesium, etc. The consideration of different chemical compositions will be the issue of our future investigations.
